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I . Introduction

A goodly portion of th* tSAiELLE ring lies abova th«

existing contours of th* land, and so a substantial tarth

b«rm is required to shield against penetrating muons which

result from proton interactions within the ring. The size

and shape of this shield is determined not only by the

magnitude of expected proton losses from the circulating

beams, but also by the geometry and magnetic structure of

the machine, and the proximity of potential muon sources

to the site boundary. The cost of constructing this bera

is sufficiently great as to warrant detailed attention .

to the required shield thickness at each point around the

ring. This report updates previous discussions of the

subject * by incorporating the six-fold geometry and

higher energy of the 400 GeV ISA3ELLE design , and taking

advantage of a more refined study of the effects of magnetic

deflection on the trajectories of muons produced within the

lattice structure of the machine.

1. A.J. Stevens and A.M. Thorndike, "Estimating ISA3SLL2
Shielding Requirements," 3NL Report ISA 76-11 (1976) .

2. T. iudlam et al., Proc. of the 1976 ISA3SI.LS
Workshops. SHt, SO611 {1976).

3. "A Conceptual Design of a 400 G«v ISABELS," 3Nt S0SS6
(1977); "A ?roton-?roton Colliding Bean Facility,*.
3NL 50648 (1977) .
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II. Shielding Crlttrl> and Proton Loss Assumptions

The required shielding is determined by th« following

criteria for the maximum allowed radiation levels in an-

controlled areas:

1) maximum allowed level at site boundary:

5 mrem/year, or 1.5 X 10 nuons/ca /year

2) maximum allowed level at edge of shield:

7 2

1000 mrem/year, or 3 X 10 muons/cm /year

The necessary depth of shielding is then determined by the

intensity and spectral distribution of expected muon sources

around the ring. These sources may result from beam-beam

collisions* beam-gas collisions, or scraping of the beams

either in controlled fashion (clean-up and dumping) or

otherwise. The shielding estimates given here are not based

upon the assumption of catastrophic, instantaneous loss of

beam (which would severely damage the machine» and for

which the prbbability is very small), but rather on the

assumption that integrated losses equal to 0.1% of the

total hue* *r of accelerated protons may occur at any point

around the ring. As will be seen below, this is roughly

equivalent to the beam-beam interaction rate at a high

luminosity crossing. Special treatment is given to the

beam-scrapers and internal dumps, where we assume a 1% loss.
4. The bnsite level (2) is in accord with standard laboratory

practice at 3NL and; elstwhere for areas accessible to •
nonradiation workers. The offsite level (1) amounts
to about 3% oftthe natural environmental radiation

•; b a c k o r o u n d . • ••,,•• t ' • ' .•.' •• •:''.'••'.•'••';'.. V : ' : ' . . ' • • . ' ' ' . • • . •
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For the calculations which follow, it is assumed that •

the total number of protons accelerated to full energy per

year in each bean is 30 X 10. . This corresponds to some

600 fills per year (5 x 10 protons/fill) with subsequent

acceleration to full energy.

The rate at which protons interact due to beam-beam

collisions at a crossing (for the peak luminosity of

10 cm" sec" ) is «• 5 X 10 sec" . For full-energy opera-

tion amounting to the equivalent of ISO days/year, this

corresponds to — 5 x10 interacting protons p^r year at

each intersection.

The proton loss rate due to beam-gas collisions, for

the design vacuum of 3 x 10* Torr is 1000/sec/meter of

circumference> or a total of about 10 protons p«s year

lost in a distributed fashion around the ring. This is of

no consequence in comparison with the localized sources

against which the shield must be designed.

In summary, the shielding estimates given here assume

the following real or potential sources of muons:

Beam crossing points (L • 10 cm" sec" ) :
5 X 10 1 4 interacting
protons/year

Scrapers and internal dumps (1 /o loss) :
3 x 1Q15 interacting
protons/year

All other points in the ring (0.1°/o loss):
x 10 1 4 inter
protons/year

3 X 10 1 4 interacting
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III. Geometric Considerations

Th* size end shape of th* shield trt dttirainid by the

behavior of th* highest energy muons which, in the absence

of magnetic dispersion*, emerge tangentially in a narrow

pencil from any source along the proton orbits. Th* most

penetrating muons are confined very nearly to the plane of

the ring; ia order to contain then.' a sufficient depth of

shield must be provided along a tangent line froa any point

around the ring, as every such point is regarded as a potential

source.

The tunnel and shield geometry is illustrated in Fig. 1.

. Fig. I

Fig. la shows the case for a source in the curved portion

of th* machine (i.e. in the magnetic lattice). Here R^ is

the radius of curvature of the proton orbit, R the radius

of the outer wall, of th* tunnel, and R. the radial distance

to the outer edge of the shield. The tangential distance

from a muon source at point P to the edge of the shield is

given by U£, with d the total depth of shield along this

#0-
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line* u is th« distance along the tangent line from the

source to th« sit* boundary. The radial thickness of the

shield is giv«n by t • R, • R.. The value of R, for the

400 GeV design is 374.3 meters (r'f* 6\ and the radius of

the tunnel enclosure (R. - R.) is 2.3 meters.

Fig. lb illustrates the case for a source in a straight

section. Here 4 is the straight-line distance from the source

to the first bending cell* for a source at the crossing point

this distance is 110 meters. Each straight section is enclosed

by an experimental hall* with an enlarged tunnel at either end

(see Ref. 3) .

The geometry of the machine has the following effects

on the specification of the muon shield:

The depth of shield, d, seen by a source in the

lattice is related to the shield thickness t

through the curvature of the beams in the lattice:

Sigh energy muons resulting from proton losses ia

a straight section encounter no shielding until they

reach the end of the straight section and enter the

curved portion of the machine.

The flight path available for pion decay and hence

the flux of muons from a given camber of proton

interactions, is much greater for sources in straight

sections than for sources in the lattice.

S. See "A Conceptual Design of a 400 GeV ISASSLLS," {Ref. 3),
Table II.
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- For a given source position in th<* ring, the muon

flux at the site, boundary is related to th« flax at

the edge of thi shield by the solid angle factor •• - .

"t'u./u. j . Sines the maximum allowed radiation

level «« the boundary of tht sit* is- snilltr by a

factor of 200 than that allowed at the shield edge,

those points around the ring which "look at" th«

boundary at snail distances will need a greater,

shielding depth than would otherwise be the ease.

IV. Muon Fluxes and the Effects of Magnetic Deflection

The -nagnetie structure of the machine has a two-fold

effect on the shielding requirements; around the ring.

First, the secondary pions produced whan protons are lost

from the bean will be swept away from t^eir straight-line

trajectories by quadrupola and bending fields, and this

will greatly influence the effective flight path for decay

of a given pi - steson before it suffers a Hadronie interaction

either in the magnet iron> the tu'n'n'e~l~wyl*3rT''*oif sume—o-the-r-

aaterial around the beam. Secondly, the muons radiating

from a source may be greatly dispersed from the cone of the

undefleeted "pencil bean." In fact, substantial fluxes of

nu»ns may be trapped in the lattice.structure of the ring,

expanding their energy in stany successive traversal* of

3 ' , 6 •••' • ' ' • • ' ' ' •magnet iron.

6. D. Keefe and M. Scolnick, "Trapping of -masons in
"Magnet Structures-,-"; Berksls'y Report IC1D 10143 (196S) .
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St«v«ns and Thorndike have carried out a stud/ of

this trapping phenomenon* for ^ + in a 200 G«v XSABELL2 ring,

with the aid of th« ray-tracing program HALO- The program

HALO was written at CERN as an aid in the design of muon

beams. Parent pions are generated according to a given

production spectrum and tracked up to a decay or interaction

point. If a parent particle decays» the resulting muon is

traced through the magnetic fields and apertures of the beam

(a field nap, including return field, is specified for each

magnet)* and on through the tunnel wall and earth shielding.

As a muon traverses material* the appropriate Coulomb energy

loss and multiple scattering are applied.

The effect of muon trapping is illustrated in Fig. 2,

for positive muon* in the 400 GeV ISASELLE ring. The parent

pions were generated in the aperture of a quadrupole magnet.

The coordinate z measures the distance along the psoton

orbit from the pion source, and x measures radial distance

out from the proton orbit. Histograms of the auon flux as

a fuaet«ca of x at positions downstream of the source show

two peaksi as illustrated in inset a of Fig. 2. The outer,

smaller peak follows closely the trajectory of a tangent

ray emanating from the source. The bulk of the muons {~ 90%)

lie in the inner peak whose trajectory remains much closer

to the proton orbit. Note that the muons leave the tunnel

and enter the shield at x - 2.3 meters.

7. A.J. Stevens and A.M. Thorndike; "Comments on Muon Trapping,"
XSA-a5Lt.£ report in preparation (1977).

> - T • • - • . . - ' ' • . . • " ' • • • • ; - ;



The qualitative result of HALO runs for both th« 200 GeV

and 400 GeV ISABELLE designs is that the required thickness

of shielding against muons produced in the bending lattice-

is considerably less than had been previously estimated on

the basis of calculations which neglected magnetic fields.

This is partly the result of the trapping effect, and partly

due to the fact that the'earlier calculations assumed a

nominal flight path for decaying pions of.10 meters; the

correct accounting of pion decays by HALO shows this to be

an over-estimate, the situation is, of course, very different

for rauon sources in the straight sections, where long decay

paths are available and there is no opportunity for trapping.

We have employed HALO to estimate muon fluxes by

simulating proton losses at various points in Che machine and

examining the two-dimensional distributions of muon intensity

in a plane perpendicular to the proton orbit at successive

intervals of distance downstream from the interaction point,

each pion having been traced to its decay or interaction.

point and each muon followed in its path through the mag-

netic elements of the ?ing *.n& into an earth shield outlying

the ring tunnel. The empirical formula of Wang was assumed

9. C.L. Wang, Phy«. Rev. Dl(j. p.38?6 U9741.



foe the pion production sp«ctra,

where the units are mb and GeV, 9 is the maximum pion

momentum (400 GeV/c)» X • P /?u«Pm is the pion transverse
TT M T

momentum, and the coefficients are ...

A • S C 0__

JT+. 77,793 3.S58 1.333 4.727

IT*: 51.403 ' 5.732 1.333 4.247

The energy loss and multiple scattering parameters

for materials encountered by muons were as follows:
Radiation Energy
Length Loss

Magnet steel: 1.8 ca 1.16 GeV/m

Earth shield: 1S.0 cm 0.46 GeV/m

The results, expressing peak rauon intensity per

interacting proton as a function of tangential distance

from the source, are illustrated 1A Fig. 3 for proton

interactions in the lattice, at a beam-beam crossing, and

at a scraper SO meters upstream of a beam-beam crossing

point. (The results were found not to be very sensitive

to the precise location within the bending lattice at

which proton losses occurred.)

Pig. 3
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Th* HALO program is not properly configured to trac*

negatively charged partial** through the ISABELLE lattic*,

and to th*}i* rtsult shown in Fig. 3 is not on tth* sam*

footing as th*n* results. In tht abs*nc* of m*gn*fcic

deflection, w* «xp«ct high energy V** to be more numerous

than n* by factors of 2-3 owing to th« n/TT* ratio giv*n

by Eq. ti). aow*v*r( w* also "*xp«et that th* trapping

•ff*cts will b* much w«ak*r for ji" ihann+. Th* ^* points

shown is Fig. 3 w*r* *stinat*d by n*gl*cting th* *ff*cts

of magnetic d*flection on th* propagating muons. Th*

result is that for a source in the lattice the estimated

P~ flux exceeds that for V < T n i» *>* n o t th* CAS* f o r *

source in a straight section where trapping does not play

a role.' -. *

V. Specification off the Shield

We set out her* to specify the auon shielding require-

ments for the ZSABSX.Z.S ring with no regard for the existing

contours of th* land, i.e. assuming the entire ring were

to lie above grade level; Around some portions of the ring

th* beam, in fact, lies below ground, and the requirements

of this table, top shield are met without further earth

moving. Th* location of the machine with respect to the

site boundaries is assumed to be as given in th* 400 GeV

conceptual design study.

I

I
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We consider separately the eases of sources in the

bending lattice and in each straight section, note that

the addition of a muon shield beyond the shielding required

for hadronic radiation is necessary only on the outside of

the ring. This follows from simple geometric considerations

and is confirmed by HALO results.

A.) Source in the Lattice

14
For the assumed 3 x 10 interacting protons per

year at any point in the lattice, the maximum allowed flux

at the shield edge is

3 x io' muons/caa/yar „ 1 x 1Q-7 muons/ea2/interacting p r o t o n

3 x 10 protons/year

The muon fluxes shown in Fig. 3 for a source in the

lattice are orders of magnitude below this value. A shield

6 meters thick, as required for hadronic radiation, would

have its edge 30 meters tangentially downstream of the source

(see Fig. la), where the flux at the shiald edge would be

*>9 2

~ 4.S x 10 nuons/cm /interacting protoa. This comfortably

meets the onsite shielding criterions but is about a factor

of .10 higher than the maximum lave 1 allowed at the site

boundary, and not all points in the lattice are far enough

distant from the boundary to give this large a factor in

solid angle. In order to insure that the site boundary

criterion is rigorously met, and to inject a note of con- '

servatismi it is recommended that the nrnon shield have a

miniaua thickness of IS meters everywhere around the lattice.
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8) Sourct in Straight Section

Asnoted previously, the, greatest depth off shielding

is needed at the ends of straight sections, especially where

straight sections point toward the site boundary at close

distances; We, assume that r»he scrapers and internal dumps

are placed at the ffiv« o'clock straight section. For all

other straight sections, we expect the most intense source
"'*•" •- ' :' > ' ' ' i i " ' • " • " ' ' i • * •

" ' - " , " • - • • • . _ , . ' . - . . . , - * ' ' ( • ' ' • " ' • *

of DUdns will be, the bean-betaai interactions at the crossing

at.which we have assumed 5 X 10 interacting protons/year.

For this rate« the maxiaua allowed flux at the shield edge is

3 Xio' muons/ca2/year m g x 1Q-8 a u o n , / c a 2 / l n t a r a c t i a g p r o t o n

5 X10 procons/year ,. .

referring to Fig. 3, a shield whose edge lies 250 meter*

tangentially downstreaa of the crossing point is sufficient

to achieve a \x flax of 1 X 10* muons/ca /interacting proton

at the shield edge. This corresponds to an earth berm whose

depth, D, along the tangent line is about 100 meters and

whose thickness, t, is approximately 15 meters (see Fig..lb).

However, since the edge of the shield lies so far from

potential muon sources in the straight section, sufficient

solid angle factors to reduce the flux to acceptable levels

at the site boundary are not available and additional shielding

is required. ,

In Table I we list for each of the two beams, at each

crossing point, the distance to the site boundary and the

distance to the edge of the required shield. .Ml distances

• * . . ' W ; . • • ' • ' ' i • ' " ' • -
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are measured along the tangent line from th« crossing, point.

Th« intersections are numbered in the usual way around the

clock face, with I referring to the left-turning bean and

R' to the right-turning bean. The shield requirement specified

for the five o'clock straight section assumes a loss of •

3 X 10 prOfcons/year at a point 30 meters upstream of the

crossing in each bean.

Table I. Muon Shield Requirements at Straight Sections
(5 x io14 interacting protons/year at crossing)

°1 " °S -
Distance to Distance to

Straight Section Site Boundary 5dge off Shield

1 X.

1 R

3 I.

3 R

S L

S R

7 L

7 R

9 L

9 R

11 L

11 R

*Required for 3 * 10 protons/year lost at scraper

670 meters

3000

1040

2000

3200

1300

3300

730

4200

731

$00

914

400 meters

250

3S0

I"0

400*

500*

250

400

250

400

420

350



The shield specified in Table-I is drawn to seal*

around the ring in Fig. 4. fit will be seen that the dirt

required to shield against sources in the straight sections

is actually piled up •round the curved portions of the machine.

It should be kept in aind that this is a "table-top" model

which will have to be folded in with the natural contours of

the land. Roughly speaking, it is that portion of the maching

which lies above (north) of the wavy lines in Fig. 4 where

the shield must be built up above existing ground level. For

example, the biggest bulge in the illustrated shield rtsults

from the requirement of protecting the eastern boundary of

the site from losses at a scraper in the five o'clock straight

section. Existing high ground makes it. unnecessary to achieve

the site-boundary criterion with a shielding berro here. The

dotted contour shows the shield needed to achieve the maximum

onsitc radiation level. ' ,

" ii . - . • . • : P i g . 4 .

The drawing in Fig. 4 shows a 15 meter shield thickness

along each straight section. Actually, each straight section
\'- • . • . • • . , ' '

" • ' • ! • • • ' . ' ' • ' • • • • • • . • • . • . - • - .

is occupied in large portion by its experimental hall. It
liJ.. ' -I ;':. ' ::: ,; , , :-" >•/ • V
does not *pp«t: nicefsiry to extend the nuon shield IS aetars

beyond thefoutside wallsof these buildings, but rather to



maintain the shield edge 15 meters outside the beam lin««

with th« experimental halls extending into and (in most

eases) through the muon shield* maintaining* of course, the

necessary hadronic shielding around the buildings.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Tunnel arid shield geometry for th« c u t of high
•nargy muoas emergine from a source near the
proton baam: a) sourca in tha banding lattice*
b) sourca in a straight section. Us is tha
distanca from tha sourca. to tha edge of tha
shiald. 0. is tha distanca from tha sourca to
tha sita boundary, t is tha shiald thickness,
and d is tha depth of shiald as seen from the
source.

fig. 2, Average muon trajectories as computed by RALO,
illustrating tha trapping phenomenon' for n+.

Pig. 3. Variation of muon intensity with distance from
the source for 400 GeV protons interacting at
various points in the machine. The points were
obtained from Monte Carlo calculations^using HALO
(see text for a qualification of the n" points).
The solid lines interpolate the points.

Fig. 4. Scale drawing of the XSA8ELLS muon shiald.
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